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HPLC COLUMNS

Guard Cartridge Systems
Restek’s Exclusive Trident Integral System
• Convenient and economical leak-free guard cartridge system, extremely easy to

install.
• Versatile configuration protects against all levels of contamination.
• Integral design eliminates troublesome tubing connections.

The system’s foundation consists of the analytical column configured with our exclu-
sive Trident end fitting and XF fitting. This configuration contains the standard inter-
nal frit as well as a replaceable cap frit, which easily can be changed without disturbing
the packed bed. Changing the external frit can reverse the effects of accumulated parti-
cles, such as high backpressure or peak distortion. To obtain this basic configuration,
simply order any Restek HPLC column, and add the suffix -700 to the catalog number
for the column. (Nominal additional charge.)

For maximum protection against contaminants and particulate matter, the system can
be configured with an integral guard cartridge holder (XG-XF), a guard cartridge, and
a replaceable external frit. To obtain this configuration, simply order any Restek HPLC
column, add the suffix -700 to the catalog number for the column, and order the 
appropriate XG-XF male fitting (cat.# 25026 or 25062) and Trident guard cartridges.
See page 198.
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Restek Customer Service
In the U.S.
Call: 800-356-1688 (ext. 3) or 814-353-1300 
(ext. 3)

Monday–Friday 8:00 a.m.–6:00 p.m. ET

Fax: 814-353-1309—24-hours a day

Online: www.restek.com—24-hours a day

Outside the U.S.
Contact your Restek representative:
Refer to our list on pages 4-5 or visit our 
website at www.restek.com

Shannon Rishell, Customer Service

DDeessccrriippttiioonn qqttyy.. ccaatt..## pprriiccee
XG-XF Fitting for 10mm Guard Cartridge ea. 25026
XG-XF Fitting for 20mm Guard Cartridge ea. 25062
Replacement XF Filter Fitting ea. 25024
Replacement Cap Frits: 4mm 2.0µm 5-pk. 25022
Replacement Cap Frits: 4mm 0.5µm 5-pk. 25023
Replacement Cap Frits: 2mm 2.0µm 5-pk. 25057
Replacement Cap Frits: 2mm 0.5µm 5-pk. 25990
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